Literacy -We will be reading The Ugly

Art/DT - our focus will be on

Geography- to support our Geogrpahy

Duckling to support our learning of nouns,

looking at Monet’s ‘water lillies’

learning we will be reading the book

adjectives and verbs. We will also be

discussing this picture and then

‘River Story.’ We will use this to speak

looking at prefixes and suffixes and

recreating our own. We will also

about the journey of rivers, local

developing our writing skills particulary by

be using materials from the

rivers and the animals that live by

joining sentences with and. We will still be

natural environment to create

rivers.

having a focus on phonics and segmenting

pictures.

and blending real and alien words.

P.E - Our theme for PE this

Summer 1 Y1

R.E- our topic is Jesus the son of God,
we will be learning about Jesus’s life

‘Go with the Flow’: water,

using different stories.

water everywhere.

half term is leadership. We
will be playing a variety of
team games to practice this
skill. We will also be having
PE lesson from Sheffield
United. PE lessons will be on
a Monday and Thursday.

Maths- we will be looking at fractions, finding a 1/2

Science- Keeping plants

and 1/4 of shapes and amounts. We will focus on

alive and healthy.

counting forwards and backwards to 100, reading and

Children will be

writing these numbers. We will be finding one more

Music- we will be listening

designing experiments

and one less and will be able to say how many tens

to a variety of different songs

to see what plants need

and ones are in a number. We will be recapping

and comparing them, we will

to grow and recording

addition, subtraction, multiplication and division within

also be fidning the pulse of

results.

these songs and speaking

20. We will also be learning about money and
recognising the different coins and notes. Finally we

about the pitch.

will learn about weight and volume, we will compare,
describe and solve problems using the language related

PSHE - We will be focusing on what contributes to a healthy

to these concepts.

lifestyle, including exercise, healthy eating and hygiene.

